The Circles Approach

Circles is a long-term approach to end poverty permanently in our community. Each week, local
families working to overcome poverty (Circle Leaders) meet with community volunteers (Allies)
over dinner and programming. During these meetings, Circle Leaders work on their goals toward
self-reliance. Over time, incomes improve, debt and public assistance decrease and necessary
relationships are built.
• Attend at least two Circles • Pass a background check
meetings each month
• Befriend their Circle
• Complete Ally Training
Leader

“We have been

Allies Commit To:

I entered
the Circles fellowship
scared, broken, overwhelmed,
exhausted and very suspicious of the
‘middle class’ leadership and presence.
I left the first night with a boost of hope
I had never before experienced in my
struggle to end poverty. I also felt a strong
connection to others and was able to
honestly admit how alone and
vulnerable I had been.
—Rebecca,
Circle Leader

The Benefits of Volunteering
There are many benefits to volunteering as a Circles Ally. By serving as an Ally, volunteers will have an
opportunity to work closely with one family and make a real difference in their own backyard. Allies
have the unique chance to build meaningful relationships across class lines and witness the impact
of their work first-hand. Allies become a part of the Circles community and can serve as individuals,
couples or families. Dinner and childcare are also provided for all volunteers and their children at
each Circles meeting.

The Role of an Ally
Circle Leaders are most successful when they have people
in their lives who support them. Allies empower their
Circle Leader by:
• Being an intentional friend
• Offering emotional support
as needed
• Helping Circle Leaders evaluate
and clarify their goals into
manageable steps
• Sharing life experience and advice
when asked
• Meeting at least twice each month
with their Circle Leader

Successful
Allies Have...

		
		 • The ability to lend a listening ear
		 • Experience in applying for and
				 attending higher education
		 • Work experience
		 • The ability to help with career
				 exploration or networking
• Knowledge of basic financial
goal setting

